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ABSTRACT
We describe the type IIB supergravity background on AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗
T 4using the potentials of AdS3j4 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4 and we use the super-
solvable algebra associated to AdS3j4 to compute the  gauge xed
type IIB string action. From the explicit form of the action we can
clearly see how passing from pure NSNS backgrounds to pure RR
backgrounds the WZW term disappears.
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1 Introduction.
The AdS/CFT conjecture ([1],[2],[3]) has recently attracted a lot of interest and
work, one of its consequences is that the classical (i.e. no string loops) type
IIB superstring propagating in a AdS5 ⊗ S5 background is the mastereld of
the N = 4 D = 4 SYM based on the U(N) gauge group. It has therefore
become important to write the classical action for the above mentioned type
IIB superstring and then to rst quantize it. The rst step has been accom-
plished in a series of works ([7],[8],[9]) which culminated in two dierent proposal
([4],[5]) which were shown to be equivalent ([6]). Even if the resulting action
can be very easily written down and we can thrust it is the proper conformal
action ([7],[10]), it is unclear how to proceed to quantize it explicitly, even in a
simplied but equivalent form ([11]), the main reason being it describes a RR
background which reects into the fact that the theory is not a usual WZW
model because it has not the left/right symmetry ([7]). In view of the fact that
explicit computations of N = 4 D = 4 SYM amplitudes in the leading order
([12]) and next to leading order ([13]) in  (  = Ng2Y M >> 1 ) based on this
conjecture have revealed the possible appearance of logarithm and even if the
results in this eld are far from be denitive because of the diculties of com-
puting all the contributions explicitly, it has become even more important to be
able to understand how to quantize this action.
In order to get some hint on how to proceed to quantize such a kind of
action we could start to look at some simpler example where one can at least
partially compare with a well dened NSR formulation: it is infact purpose
of this paper to write the explicit  gauge xed action for type IIB string
propagating on AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4 whose NSR formulation has been worked out in
([14]). This non dilatonic background can be pure NSNS, pure RR or a mixing
of the two since it can be thought as generated by a dionic string in the type
IIB supergravity dimensional reduced to D = 6 : unfortunatly it turns out that
the two backgrounds are so dierent to make their comparison quite dicult.
The plan of the paper is the following.
In section 2 we compute the supergravitational background corresponding
to a spontaneous compactication on AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4 and we express the back-
ground elds, thought as elds living in a superspace, through the elds of the
superspace AdS3j4 and the vielbein and spin-connection of S3 ⊗ T 4 .
In section 3 we derive the form of the background elds when xing the 
symmetry using the supersolvable approach.
In section 4 we give the action for the type IIB superstring propagating in
this background, we discuss and comment the form of the action.
In a series of appendiceswe give more details on the computations and we
prove that the proposed action actually xes the  symmetry as claimed.
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2 The supergravitational background.
We will now construct the supergravitational background explicitly: this will
be performed in three steps
1. we solve the equations of motion and we get the eld strengths which are
associated with the spontaneous compactication on AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4 ;
2. since the fermions are set to zero we look at their supersymmetric trans-
formations and we determine the form and the number of Killing vectors.
Their form suggests the ansatz for the gravitino in the next point;
3. we nally express all the elds through the generalized potentials of SU(1; 1j2; 0)⊗
SU(1; 1j0; 2) and the vielbein and spin connection of S3⊗T 4 : in this way
all the elds become dened on the superspace AdS3j4 .
2.1 The spontaneous compactication on AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4 .
Since we want a solution of the equations of motion which has a spontaneous
compactication on AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4, it is natural to make the following ansatz
which in the notation of [15]
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reads








:: tu = 0 (2.1)
Gabc = g1abc Gijk = g2ijk (2.2)
V  = const ) Q = 0 Pa = 0 (2.3)
Fba1:::ba5 = 0 (2.4)
bab= 0 (2.5)
 = 0 ) Dba = 0 (2.6)
where ba;bb; : : : 2 f0; : : : ; 9g , a; b; : : : 2 f0; 1; 2g, u; v; : : : 2 f3; : : : ; 9g, i; j; : : : 2
f3; 4; 5g, r; s; : : : 2 f6; : : : ; 9g( see appendix A for further conventions ) and
Gbabbc = V + F babbc .
It is then a simple matter to solve the equation of motions and to nd that







e ( = 1) (2.8)
where e is an arbitrary complex number and to verify that the complex tensor
Gbabbc is covariantly constant in this background, i.e. DbaGbabbc = 0 . We notice
that the constraint g21 = g22 is a consequence of the equation of motion for the
scalars.
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With the minor modications given by  ! Ψ ,   ! Ψc  bCΨT and $ab ! Ωbabb.
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2.2 The Killing vectors.
As a rst step we write the supersymmetric transformation rules for the fermions
in this background
 = − i
8
Γbabbcb Gbabbc (2.9)
Ψ = Db+ 1
32

9 ΓbabVbc + ΓbabbcbdVbd bc Gbabbc (2.10)
where bc = bC bT is the charge conjugate of the innitesimal parameters b and
all the eld strengths are restricted to the spacetime.
Since the gravitino transformation rule involves both the parameters b and
its charge conjugate bc the only way to set to zero Ψ is to use a parameter b
which is a sum of linearly independent Majorana spinors, thus breaking at least
half of the number of local charges, explicitly:
b =  016
ei’N N ⊗ eN

(2.11)
where N = C N is a set of N (N to be determined) AdS3 Majorana spinors
and eN = eC eN is a set of N S3 ⊗ T 4 Majorana spinors.
The dilatino variation implies that
12 ⊗ γ5 eN =  eN (2.12)
where the sign  is the same as the one which enters eq. (2.8).
The gravitinos variation yields more constraints and suggests how to ex-
press the gravitino (2.26), when thought as a eld on the superspace, using the
AdS3j4 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4 generalized potentials . Explicitly we get (we denote Ψ−the




DAdS3 N + i
e
2
e−2i’N γaN V a

⊗ eN
+ ei’N N ⊗

DS3⊗T 4 eN − e2e−2i’N γi ⊗ 14eN V i
which can be solved as












−2i’N = sN = 1 (2.15)
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 and DS3⊗T4 e = (d− 14!ijeγije where ! are
the classical spin-connections, i.e. without  dependence.
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because of the integrability conditions of the two equations (2.13,2.14). Notice
that in eq.s (2.13,2.14) we have explicitly used the fact that the restriction of
the zehnbein to the spacetime gives the classical zehnbein, i.e. Vbaj0000=0 = Eba.
We will denote a S3 ⊗ T 4 spinor eN which satises eq. (2.14) with the
substitution sN ! −s as eN(s) in order to stress the relative sign of the two
terms of the equation (2.14).
Before counting the number of real supersymmetric charges surviving in this
background and being able to specify in which range the index N runs, we need
to understand better how eNcan be decomposed w.r.t. T 4 and S3 spinors. It is
not dicult to see that the Majorana eN spinors can be decomposed as
eN(s) = e(n;m)(s) = HNpq p(s) ⊗ q HN = 2HN2 (2.16)
where the constraint on HN is due to the Majorana condition which eN(s) have
to satisfy and to the fact that
 q (q = 1; 2 ) are a couple of constant chiral symplectic-Majorana spinors
on the 4-torus
γ5 
q =  q c q  CTq = qp p pq = qp (2.17)
with 12 = 1 and
 p(s) (p = 1; 2) are (for any s) a couple of symplectic-Majorana spinors on
the 3-sphere
c p  C Tp = pq q pq = qp (2.18)









i = 0 (2.19)
It is now obvious that both p and q in (2.16) can take two values and that
the index N = (n;m) can take 4 values as we can immediately nd 4 matrices
which satisfy the second equation in eq. (2.16) H : f1; i1; i2; i3g , hence
the number of real supersymmetric charges is 2  2  4 = 16 where the rst factor
2 accounts for the two possible values of sN (2.15) and the second factor is the
number of real components of N .
2.3 The type IIB elds as elds living on the superspace
AdS3j4 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4.
We are now ready to write our ansatz on how to express the supergravity elds
leaving on superspace, to this purpose we use










appendices B and C for a complete explanation of the notations and deriva-


































and depend on x and () which are respectively the AdS3 coordinates
and a set of 4 complex Grassman coordinates which transform as two AdS3
complex spinors and not as AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4 spinors; we notice moreover
the presence of the arbitrary sign s() ;
 the classical dreibein and spin-connection of S3 (Ei(y) , !ij(y) ) which
satisfy
dEi −$i:jEj = 0 (2.24)
d!ij − !ik!:jk = jej2EiEj (2.25)
and depend on the S3 coordinates y ;
 the classical vierbein of T 4 Er = dzr where zr are the T 4 coordinates.



























n (x;)⊗ en(t)c + (−)nc (x;)⊗ e(t)n
!
(2.26)












(n;1) − i (n;2)

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and inversely we have dened the complex spinors e out of the Majorana oneseN as en = 1p
2
(e(n;1) + i e(n;2) = (Hn)pq p ⊗ q (2.28)
and their charge conjugate enc . Moreover the Majorana killing spinors e(s)N =e(s)(m;l) (2.16) are normalized ase(s)N e(s)M = NM (2.29)
Now that we have a set of complex C-number spinors en with the proper
index structure we can write the ansatz for the remaining elds:







V i = Ei(y) + (+)1 em(s)(y) eγi e(s)n(y) A(+)n: m (x;)
+(−)1 em(t)(y) eγi e(t)n(y)A(−)n: m (x;) (2.31)
V r = dzr (2.32)










Ωij = !ij(y) + (+)2 em(s)(y)eγij e(s)n(y) A(+)n: m (x;)
+(−)2 em(t)(y) eγij e(t)n(y) A(−)n: m (x;) (2.34)
Ωrs = 0 (2.35)





(3 > 0 since its phase is given by ’(+) ) and the phases ’(); to determine
the matrices HN (2.16) and the sign s and t; to nd to which form of the
superalgebra SU(1; 1j2) the !()a(x;), A()n:m (x;), ()n (x;) belong, i.e.
which sign has s() in the Maurer-Cartan system (2.20-2.23).
Examining the pure gravitational Bianchi identities using these parametriza-
















s = −t = −1 (2.39)
s() = 1 (2.40)













while the integrability of the A equation requires
e2i’(+) = − ejej (2.43)
We do not derive the explicit form of A here because of its complication but
we will nd its explicit expression after we have the  xed expression for the
zehnbein and the gravitini in the next section .
3 Fixing the κ symmetry using the supersolvable
and the κ gauge xed expression for the super-
gravity background elds.
In order to nd the supersolvable algebras associated with the two forms of
SU(1; 1j2), we look at the solvable algebra associated to AdS3 = SO(2;2)SO(1;2) =
SO(1;2)⊗SO(1;2)
SO(1;2) ; from ([16]) we see that the generators of AdS3 can be chosen
to be
solv(AdS3) = fM23;M+0;M+1g
where M are the SO(2; 2) generators and M+ = 1p2 (M2 +M3) (see ap-
pendix B for further details and more precise notations). We can now see how
these generators can be written in terms of the generators J
()




Mab  12ab M






2 − J (−)2 ; −J (+)+  J (−)−
o
(3.1)
This equation (3.1) can be read in the dual space by saying that the bosonic
part of the supersolvable algebra has to be generated by

!(+)2 − !(−)2 ; !(+)+  !(−)− }.
We write down the Maurer-Cartan equations for the two SU(1; 1j2) and we ask
for consistency when we set either !(+)− or !(−)+. If we generically denote the






then it easy to nd that the (+) algebra reads
d!(+)2 = 0 (3.2)
d!(+)+ + !(+)+!(+)2 − is(+)
p




!(+)2(+)n = 0 (3.4)
and the (−) algebra reads
d!(−)2 = 0 (3.5)
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d!(−)− − !(−)−!(−)2 − is(−)
p




!(−)2(−)n = 0 (3.7)
From the knowledge of which 1-form make the supersolvable algebra we can
deduce the generic element of the supersolvable algebra (see appendix for C




+ − 12(+)2 m
−s(+)n
1A
it is now an easy task to derive the explicit dependence on these coordinates of



































Similarly for the (-) algebra we get
!(−)2 = d(−)2















In order to nd the  gauge xed expression for the dreibein and the gravitini
we have to relate the coset AdS3 coordinates with those of the two SO(1; 2):
this is done comparing baPa = jejbaJ (+)a −jejbaJ (−)a with (+)aJ (+)a +(−)aJ (−)a .
In particular we get (+)2 = −(−)2 = jejb2, (+)+ = jejb+ and (−)− = −jejb−
. Using the relation Ea = 12jej
(
!(+)a − !(−)a and changing variables as r =
exp
(jejb2 , x = b2 jej r , (+) = jejp2 r and (−) = jejp2 r we get the nal 







































With these expressions in hand we try to integrate the  gauge xed version
of the complex 3 eld strength
G = V + dA
 = GbabbcVbaVbVbc + 2iΨcΓbaΨVba
(V  are constant). This is approach is possible because the operation of pull-
back on the surface which xes the gauge of the  symmetry commutes with
the external derivatives.
We notice immediately that there is a part which is closed but not exact as
it is easy to see from the fact that one of the addends is the S3 volume form .
If we use projective coordinates for the 3-sphere
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d(+)nd(−)m e(s)cnem(−s)c + d(+)n d(−)m en(s)e(−s)m
−i d(+)n d(−)m en(s)em(−s)c − i d(+)nd(−)m e(s)cne(−s)mio (3.13)
4 The action.
We have now all the necessary ingredients to be able to write down the action
on this background using the general form given in ([18]) or the specic action































Our conventions for the S3 coset manifold with the Killing induced metric, i.e. negative
denite, are ( y2 = ijy










Actually the sign of the second addend of eq . (3.12) is not xed because there is a possible





































d(+)n ^ d(−)m e(s)cnem(−s)c + d(+)n ^ d(−)m en(s)e(−s)m








dyi ^ dyj ^ dyk
(1− y2)3 (4.1)
We notice that this action is written with the unusual metric which is mostly
minus and with the use of the AdS3j4 fermionic coordinates like in ([4]), we
could as well have used fermionic coordinates which transform as spinors for
SO(1; 2)⊗ SO(3)⊗ SO(4) like in ( [5]). This action can be rewritten in a more
compact form using 6D pseudo-Majorana Weyl spinors when =e = 0, this is
done in app. G.
It is clear from the explicit form of the action that setting <e = 0 is to choose
a pure NSNS background while setting =e = 0 is equivalent to choose a pure RR
background, but now the WZW term and the chiral structure disappear too.
The same happened in the case treated previously, i.e. AdS5⊗S5. It is therefore
tempting to argue that pure RR backgrounds are described by conformal actions
without WZWN term. This is a further hint of fact that in order to understand
pure RR backgrounds requires a lot of eorts.
This action should be conformal because in the supercosets approach there
can be constructed two WZ terms ([7]) whose coecients, in proper unities,
must be integer, therefore they cannot mix and renormalise but the kinetic
term has a relative weight xed by the background solution hence it cannot
be renormalized too. As a further evidence of this claim we notice that in the
pure NSNS background the relative normalization of the kinetic term and the
WZWN term is right and equal to
1
3 .
As derived in app. F or as it can be easily derived requiring the invertibility
of the fermionic kinetic operator in the form of the action given in eq. (G.1)



















− (E212 − ijEi1Ej1 6= 0
(4.2)
where Eaˆ is the component of the pullback of E
aˆ
on the string surface along
d .
In particular for the pure NSNS background it happens that the static solu-
tion (take =e = −jej for deniteness)
x =  ; r = const ;  = 0 (4.3)
cannot be described by the action even if it is a solution of the equations of
motion since it does not satisfy eq. (4.2) nevertheless the arguments of ([19]) do
10
not apply since (4.3) is not a viable solution for a fundamental IIB string which
has to be closed, i.e. x have to be periodic in .
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A Conventions.
We will use the following conventions:
 Indices: ba;bb; : : : 2 f0; : : : ; 9g , a; b; : : : 2 f0; 1; 2g, u; v; : : : 2 f3; : : : ; 9g,
i; j; : : : 2 f3; 4; 5g, r; s; : : : 2 f6; : : : ; 9g; WS indices ; ; : : : 2 f0; 1g
 Epsilon: 0:::9 = 012 = 345 = 1; WS 01 = 1
 metric: bab = diag(+1;−1; : : : − 1), ab = diag(+1;−1;−1) , ij =
diag(−1;−1;−1) , rs = diag(−1;−1;−1;−1); WS  = diag(1;−1)
 lightcone coordinates for AdS3 : x = 1p2
(
x0  x1, +−2 = −1







ΓTba = − bC−1 Γba bC bCT = − bC bCy = bC
 1+2D (AdS3) gamma matrices
fγa; γbg = 2ab
γ0γ1γ2 = i 12
γTa = −C−1 γa C CT = −C Cy = C
12
explicitly we have















 0+7D (S3 ⊗ T 4) gamma matrices
feγu; eγvg = 2uv = −2uveγ3 : : : eγ8 = 18eγTu = − eC−1 eγu eC eCT = + eC eCy = eC
Moreover given a S3 spinor  we use the notation  = y .
 0+3D (S3) gamma matrices
fγi; γjg = 2ij
γ3γ4γ5 = 12
γTi = −C−1 γi C CT = −C Cy = C
 0+4D (T 4) gamma matrices
fγr; γsg = 2rs
γ6γ7γ8γ9 = γ5












= −C Cy = C
 1+9D gamma matrices expressed using 1+2D and 0+7D gamma matrices
Γa = γa ⊗ 18 ⊗ 1
Γu = 1⊗ eγu ⊗ (−2)bC = C ⊗ eC ⊗ 1
 0+7D gamma matrices expressed using 0+3D and 0+4D gamma matrices
eγi = γi ⊗ γ5eγr = 12 ⊗ γreC = C ⊗ C
 1+9D gamma matrices expressed using 1+2D , 0+3D and 0+4D gamma
matrices
Γa = γa ⊗ (12 ⊗ 14)⊗ 1
Γi = 1⊗ (γi ⊗ γ5)⊗ (−2)
Γr = 1⊗ (12 ⊗ γr)⊗ (−2)bC = C ⊗ (C ⊗ C)⊗ 1
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B Decomposition so(2, 2) = so(1, 3)  so(1, 3) and
AdS3 .
We normalize the so(2; 2) generators as




where  = diag(+;−;−+) with ;  2 f0; 1; 2; 3g . Notice that these indices
have a priori nothing to do with the spatial indices of AdS3, but in view of the
identication of AdS3 as a coset
SO(2;2)
SO(1;2) we can write
Pa = jejMa3
Lab = Mab
where L are the Lorentz generators, P are the translations , jej2 is the curvature
and the indices a; b; : : : 2 f0; 1; 2g are the tangential indices to AdS3.











Mab  12ab M


where 0123 = +1 and easily verify that J
()
c verify a so(1; 2) algebra given by
[ Ja ; Jb ] = −abc Jc
with 012 = +1 .Since this is a change of basis we can express the M s through














J (+)bc − J (−)bc

= J (+)a − J (−)a


























This can be easily obtained comparing the decompositions of a generic so(2; 2)
valued 1-form  = − 12ΩM = − 12ΩabLab − EaPa (the coecient − 12 is
chosen in order to get the usual expression for the curvature when computing
the Maurer-Cartan) with the direct sum of two generic so(1; 3) valued 1-forms
 = − 12!(+)abJ (+)ab − 12!(−)abJ (−)ab = − 12!(+)aJ (+)a − 12!(−)aJ (−)a .
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C The SU(1, 1j2, 0) and SU(1, 1j0, 2)Maurer-Cartan.
We dene the two algebras as the set of supermatrices g satisfying





where s = 1 for SU(1; 1j2; 0) and s = −1 for SU(1; 1j0; 2).We can now easily
write down the most general element as
g =
 −a i2γa m
−sn n: m

+ 14 a = a ; (n: m)
 = −m: n mm = 0;  = −








Given the previous expression for the generic element of the algebra we could
compute the left invariant forms which satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation in
the standard way as (a; nm; ;n) = exp(−g) d exp(g) but, since we are
interested only in the expression for the Maurer-Cartan equation, we need only
the expression for a generic (super)Lie algebra valued 1-form
 =
 −!a i2γa m−s n An: m

+B 14 Ay = −A ; B = −B
where the 1-forms !, B and A are bosonic while the 1-form  is a fermionic
spinorial 1-form and we have dened n = ynγ0 . From the usual expression























aγan + mAm:n = 0
The rst and last equations can be rewritten using !ab = abc!c in a more
standard way as
d!ab − !a: c!cb − s nγabn = 0
dn − 14!
abγabn + mAm:n = 0
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D Derivation of the supergravitational background.
As a rst step we record here two proprerties which turn out very important in
the following
1γi1 + 2γi2 = 0 (D.1)
A11 +A
2
2 = 0 (D.2)
the rst one is a consequence of the symplectic-Majorana condition (2.18) sat-
ised by  while the second equation is a consequence of the denition of A as
a SU(2) gauge connection.







































where we have used (2.20) to eliminate !() and we have imposed
e2i(’(−)−’(+)) = −1 (D.4)
in order to eliminate the mixed gravitini current (+)(−)in the current ΨΓaΨ.
We notice that eq. (2.41) is not the only solution of eq. (D.4), the other solution
with the r.h.s. of eq. (2.41) equal to −i does not yield a dierent solution since
the sign can be reabsorbed in the eld redenition (−) ! −(−).
From eq. (D.3) we can now easily derive the conditions





The rst condition is quite important because it means that SU(1; 1j2)2 is not
the proper global symmetry of this background.





in the expression of the torsion we can eliminate the sectorsA()Ei and A(+)A(−)
and we are left with
T i = (+)1
hem(s) eγi e(s)n dA(+)n: m − (+)2 em(s) eγij e(s)n ep(s) eγj e(s)q A(+)n: m A(+)q: p i+
16
+(−)1
hem(t) eγi e(t)n dA(−)n: m − (−)2 em(t) eγij e(t)n ep(t) eγj e(t)q A(−)n: m A(−)q: p i+
−iΨΓiΨ
now in order to be able to use eq. (2.21) to eliminate the A in favor of  we
need a Fierz identity like the rst one of the two identities
eγj e(r)n ep(r) eγj e(r)q = 24 pn e(r)q + pq (: : :) (D.7)eγj en(r)c ep(r) eγj e(r)q = 25 nq ep(r)c + pq (: : :) (D.8)
which have to be valid for r = s; t and where (: : :) stands for something of which
it does not matter to know the actual value (as far as it is independent of p; q )
in view of eq. (D.2); we notice moreover that the second equation (D.8) turns
out to be necessary for verifying the gravitino Bianchi identity. These equations
(D.7,D.8) can be rewritten in terms of Hn (2.28) as
HqH













where we have lled the (: : :) with the only objects with the right transformation
properties that could be used. We have moreover dened Hnc to be the matrices
entering eq. (2.28) in place of Hn when we dene nc ; explictely 2H
n2 = Hnc
.
Since these equations are cubic and therefore dicult to solve it is better to
try to nd further constraints on the matricesHN (2.16); some constraints come
from the ansatz that the currentΨΓiΨ be proportional to (+)m(+)n n(s)γ
i(s)m+
(−)m(−)n n(t)γ









n − npmq) + cmn pq (D.9)
HmH
y
cn −HnHycm = cnm1 (D.10)
To these constraints we have to add the normalization conditions (2.17,2.18,2.29)
which in this language read:
tr(HynHm) = nm (D.11)
tr(HynHmc ) = 0 (D.12)















y2 = −a− = −a(1 − i2) (D.15)
H2H
y1 = −a+ (D.16)
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Using these equations (D.13-D.16) into (D.7,D.8) we get a over constrained
system whose solution is :

























with jh1j2+jh2j2 = 1 . The general solution can be obtained by a SU(2) rotation
applied to (Hn) thought as a two component complex vector whose entries are
matrices.
We can now perform a USp(2) rotation on  and  (which leaves invariant
the symplectic-Majorana and normalization conditions) to bring the previous
H to the ones given in the text (2.42).
E The GS superstring action on AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4 in
rst order formalism and its κ symmetry.
it is purpose of this appendix to determine the explicit form of the superstring
action propagating on AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4 and the  symmetry transformation rules
for its elds. This can be done in two dierent ways either starting in D = 10
and then compactifying or directly in D = 3.
We start with the former approach writing an ansatz inspired by the knowl-
edge of the second order action ([18]) using the notations of ([15]) and from the




c1ba iVb^ e bab  + c2bab bab  γ eγ ^ e
+c3V+ A− c3V− A (E.1)
where V  A = V A , ; ; : : : 2 f0; 1g are worldsheet indexes and i is
the pullback on the string worldsheet  due to the superimmersion i :  !
AdS3 ⊗ S3 ⊗ T 4.
The relative coecient of the rst two terms of the rst line in eq. (E.1) is
determined to be
c2 = −14c1 (E.2)
by the request that the ba equation of motion yields
S

= 0 =) iVba = bae (E.3)
The zweibein equation of motion gives the Virasoro constraints:
S
e




From the request of the action (E.1) (in the 1.5 formalism) to have a 
symmetry we determine the relative value of the coecients of last two terms
in eq. (E.1) with respect the rst term in the rst line:
c3 = −14e
ic1 8 (E.5)
and the vector eld
−!b = −!@Θ+c−−!@Θc+x−!@x associated to the  symmetry





−!b is dened by the properties
−!b j  = b = ba Γbab ; −! j V aˆ = 0 (E.6)bc = iei b (E.7)
and its action by mean of the Lie derivative gives the supersymmetric variations
(up to local Lorentz and gauge transformations) of the other elds
V
ba = −i (ΨΓaˆb−ΨcΓaˆ^c (E.8)
(V+ A) = −4iΨ ΓaˆbVaˆ (E.9)
We have now to rewrite these expressions using the elds which we used in the
rest of this paper and are proper for treating the background; to this purpose
inspired by the expression for the gravitini eq. (2.26) we write











where we impose Majorana conditions on 
()
N and antiMajorana on 
()
N because
of the presence of a Γ in eq. (E.6). In order to check the validity of this ansatz
we insert these expressions in the susy transformation rules (E.8-E.9) and we get
the same susy transformation rules for the AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4 elds as those which
can be derived directly from the curvatures (2.20-2.23) and from the expressions
(2.30-2.32):



































V r = 0 (E.14)
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J iNM Vi (E.15)
where we have dened the following quantities:
JNM = eN(s)eN(t) J iNM = eN(s)eγieN(t)
Ki(s)MN = eN(s)eγieN(s) Ki(t)MN = eN(t)eγieN(t)
which enjoy the useful properties
JPM JPN = JMP JNP = MN
Ki(s)MP JPN = K
i
(t)MN
Before we can extract the  symmetry transformations for the AdS3⊗S3⊗T 4
elds, it is important to realize that eN(s)and eN(t) are not linearly independent
since they both satisfy eq. (2.12) and there are at most 4 spinors which are
linearly independent over C. Both of them satisfy the Fierz identity
eN(s)eN(s) = eN(t)eN(t) = 12 ⊗ 1 + γ52 (E.16)
since both eN(s) and eN(t) are orthonormal as follows from eq. (2.29).
We are now ready to insert eq.s (E.10,E.11) into eq. (E.6) in order to get















N − ii Ki(t)NM (−)M (E.18)

















We could have proceeded directly in D = 3 and imposed that eq. (E.1)
were invariant under the susy transformation rules (E.12-E.15) with properly
restricted parameters 
()
N , then starting from an ansatz like eq.s (E.17-E.18)
with the coecients undetermined and imposing the cancellation of the terms
proportional to ai we would have xed these undetermined coecients and
found a constraint equivalent to (E.19).
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F Fixing the κ symmetry with the supersolvable
projector.
In this appendix we want to show that it is possible to x the  symmetry using
the supersolvable algebra and nd which states can be described in this gauge:
this is completely analogous to what happens in the more usual GS formulation
of the superstring in D = 10 where only the states with p+ 6= 0 can be described.













and we notice that the request of xing the  symmetry by using the supersolv-
able algebra is equivalent to showing the possibility of setting P (+) = Q (−) =
0 , and this can be reformulated as the fact we can nd a solution for ()N for
any P(+) and Q(−) .
In order to show this we need introduce some notation in order to be able
to write the following expression in a more concise way; we dene therefore
C = cos(+ 2(+)) = −<(ee
i)

















pendent, i.e. (from now on we drop all the
(−)
in order to avoid to burden(??)
the notation too much)
−N1 = CN0 + SN0
−N1 = −CN0 + SN0 (F.1)
The equations which are to be solved and relate P and Q to  and  can
be derived from (E.17,E.18) read




2 γ2 − ii Ki(t)MN

QM (F.2)




2 γ2 − ii Ki(t)MN

PM (F.3)






0@ (p0 γp + C p1 γp)Q NM S 21 γ2 NM − ii Ki(t)MNP
S

21 γ2 NM − ii Ki(t)MN





When we compute the determinant of the matrix entering the previous expres-
sion on the subspace where Q = P = 1and we require it to be dierent from














 6= 0 (F.4)
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We notice that the request P = Q = 0 is not restrictive at all and
whichever solution to the eq.s (F.2-F.3) implies eq. (F.4).
G Another useful expression for the pure RR ac-
tion.
We want now nd a dierent expression for the action (4.1) where we make use
of 6D pseudo-Majorana Weyl spinors ([20] ). To this purpose we construct the
6D gamma matrices as
Γa = γa ⊗ 1⊗ 1 ; Γi = 1⊗ γi ⊗ 2 ; C = C ⊗ C ⊗ 1
Γ7 = −Γ0 : : :Γ5 = 1⊗ 1⊗ 3
which satisfy the properties
CT = C ; ΓT = −CΓC






1 + s yi γi

p
where p is a set of 2 constant spinors normalized as q
p = pq . This can be
derived as in ([6] ).
With these denitions we can verify, using the second equation of (2.16),











are a couple of pseudo-Majorana Weyl spinors; explicitly we
have
cp  CTp = pq q ; Γ7p = +p




N we do not loose any d.o.f since
3
()
N = ()N .
With the further change of bosonic variables (y2 = −ijyiyj )
Y 2 = r
1 + y2
1− y2
Y i = (−s) r 2y
i
1− y2







































Γtdp + SWZWN (G.1)
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where t; u = 2; : : : ; 5 can be interpreted as the directions transverse to the (p; q)
D1 brane generating this background in the near horizon limit when we forget
the T 4  model.
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